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News!
My So-Called Secret Identity vol 2 Kickstarter: The renowned comic series, actively seeking to change the way
women are portrayed in mainstream comics, is looking for financial support to enable its second volume to be
produced, and to continue the revolution: see here for more details on the project, and here for the Kickstarter,
including a wide variety of ‘rewards’ packages for different levels of support (closes 1 July 2015).
Political Cartoonist Arrested in Iran: Atena Faghadani was arrested in May for her political cartooning and
speaking out against the Iranian government. This case has been quite widely reported, but see here, for
example; developments can also be followed via #FreeAtena.
Nickie Phillips and Staci Strobl appear on the ‘FanBros Show’: A crime and punishment special of the nerd
culture pod-cast features cultural criminologists Phillips and Strobl discussing justice themes in comics: see
http://fanbros.com/the-crime-punishment-episode-fanbros-show/
Comics Forum 2015 Call for Papers Open: Comics Forum, the annual academic comics conference and part of
the Leeds Comic Art Festival, is open for business. The theme this year is ‘Politics’, and the Forum will take place
on 12-13 November (including a session on using comics in education). Get your abstracts in by 30 July 2015.
Tickets are also up for the Thought Bubble 2015 Comic Con, which follows on the back of the Comics Forum (1415 November, Leeds): http://thoughtbubblefestival.com/.

Featured Publication
The featured academic publication for this first GJRA Memo is, perhaps
unsurprisingly, the recently published Graphic Justice: Intersections of Comics and
Law (Routledge 2015). Filled with contributions from GJRA members, the volume
spans a wide variety of legal topics and themes, through engagement with
different aspects of the comics medium, and is the first published book to work on
this cultural-legal crossover.
The introduction can be found on the Graphic Justice blog. And here is a blog
article about Jérémie Gilbert and David Keane’s chapter on Graphic Reporting.
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Featured Online Resources and Articles
Studying Race and Gender in Comic Books with Colour Codes
A blog post examining the ‘hex codes’ used to digitally colour comics
characters’ skin, and the potential for using such a methodology to
explore racial difference in comics depictions.
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